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INTRODUCTION: WHY SPIH PKYEICS AT SHORT • DISTANCES?

• There are a large number of inclusive processes,each characterized
by a single high frequency or short distance scalevfor which there is
considerable hope that they will be described within the framework
of perturbative QCD and the parton model. One of the main conceptual
and technical break throughs in this regard, was the so-called
factorization theorem •*-, for parton densities inside hadrons. However
this subject is still beset with problems. One has to contend with
large logarithmic corrections or even high power background mechanisms
at the current range of momentum transfers. There are even some deep
technical worries that something has been overlooked in the factorization proofs (see the recent works of Bodwiri, Brodsky and Lepage ^
and independently Mueller 3 ) , With this in mind"one might ask why
even contemplate spin physics at short distances at this time. However there is a simple reason why it might be precisely the right
thing to do. Hamely, since the underlying interactions arise from a
gauge theoryi consequently helicity is propagated in a particularly
simple way through,the basic bremsstrahlung and quark or gluon pair
creation process.. This means typically hard processes occurring at '
short distances tend to have characteristically large helicity asymmetries. Further, we shall argue that the basic nature of the asymmetry (i.e. sign and magnitude) may be more reliably predicted than
for example the overall normalization, thereby providing a clear test
of the underlying QCD interactions.
lire basic q,uark>-gluon vector coupling is given oy
..
" '
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i.e. the right- and left-handed fermions only, can communicate through
mass terms, which are proportional to mq^qp . For u and d quarks
these.are small and can be neglected in leading order QCD calculations,
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so helicity is conserved in the "basic interactions.
very simple rules,namely:

One thus has two

a) whenever quarks scatter through gluon exchange they conserve
helicity,
t>) when a quark and anti-quark annihilate through one gluon
exchange (or photon exchange) they do so in opposite
helicities.
In fact the situation is a little more complicated, but the "basic
observation is' more or less correct.
In this talk we will argue that although spin physics at short
distances (i.e. high momentum transfers) is difficult to do experimentally, it may still provide a valuable tool for learning how
perturbative QCD works' in the presence of the non-perturbative
hadronic structure.
It may also he a valuable way of seeing new
interactions that might occur at very short distances.
Finally in this brief write-up, we have often skipped unimportant references. We therefore urge interested readers to look at the
Physics Reports on "Spin Physics at Short Distances", by N.S. Craigie,
M. Jacob, K. Hidaka and F.H. Eenard, which will appear shortly.
II- FACTORIZATION THEOREM IK PERTURBATIVE QCD AND HELICITY ASYMMETRIES
IN INCLUSIVE PROCESSES
If we consider an inclusive process involving hadrons A,B,...
with momenta p ,pfi,... respectively, then in the limit P A -P B s P.P B P c •* °° at the same rate, the process can be described by the
parton model formula
.AB

,_

.

, ,

^

0

ab...,(x

x

aV

. (1)

where D ( ) is the probability density for finding a parton of type
a in hatron A carrying fraction x of the latter momentum. o al:- ''
is the corresponding cross-section at the parton level. Such a
formula was proposed by Feynman, Bjorken and others , based on interpreting the process in terms of the underlying constituents of
hadrons and assuming no interference at high momentum transfers. In
a yauge theory like QCD,on the other hand, one knows that interfering
diagrams like that in Fig.l(a) are in general on the same footing as
non-interfering diagrams like that shown in Fig.l(b)
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(a)
Fig.l; Typical diagrams in a gauge theory for a hard process.
Diagrams of type (b) lead to a factorised parton. model description
of the process.
The remarkable thing that emerged between 19T8-198O was that by
extensive use of the underlying Ward identities in a gauge theory or
by the choice of a suitable non-covariant gauge (n'A = 0) one could
show that the effect of all interfering diagrams of the type in
Fig.l(a) could be incorporated into factorizing diagrams like those
in Fig.l(b) and that the latter lead to the parton model formula
(l) with D A a (x) replaced by D A a (x,Q 2 } and oal)--- replaced by the
lowest order Born cross-section evaluated at the running coupling
constant a s (Q 2 ) = l/b log Q2/A£ (b = (ll-2nf/3)/8n and A
is the
QCD mass scale parameter). Here Q 2 is some characteristic momentum
transfer scale proportional to pA'Pjj, P ^ ' P Q , etc. In this form the
formula holds to order aAcfi), i.e. in the next-to-leading logarithmic order there are corrections which have been shown to be not small
in some cases, depending on the renormalization scheme used and the
way we define the parton densities. The latter'are generally extracted
from deep inelastic scattering, where it is perhaps natural to define
them simply by expressing
F 2 (x,Q £ ) i n t h e

e^ Df(x,<n

(2)

We have no room here to go into any of these matters, so we leave the
discussion here, referring to the Physics Reports mentioned in the
Introduction.
The latter discusses these issues with particular
regard to the generalization to spin asymmetries.
As regards spin asymmetries, we can summarize ~°y saying, for ••
states of definite helicity, all the leading order formulae apply
without further assumptions and the predictions of QCD are on the
same footing as for the spin averaged cross-section. For a helicity
asymmetry the basic formula has as a numerator (following the
notation of Eq. (l)) of the form

ab..

•Z

ALL

a,b
where A
hadron

AB...

+ +

A B

20

o
+

A B* ,.t

The model used for
iq^(x)
was that due to C a r l i t i Kauer T, which broadly r e produces the recent SLAC
measurements of O.(x) " .
Other models can oe constructed, for example^the
conservative SU(6) model
put forward hy Sivers and
collaborators 9 to represent another extreme. The
main point made by the
l a t t e r group was that iq^
must be non-vanishing and
in fact quite large, in
order to satisfy the
Bjorken sum rule 10

(3)

..

= cr
- <j
(A referring to, respectively,
in helicity state ± ) . ill refers to the parton flux with
the same helicity as hadron A minus that with the opposite. The
latter quantity can also be extracted from deep inelastic electroproduction experiments, this time using polarized electron or muon
•beams on a polarized proton target 5,
one can relate AD to the
helicity structure function Gj_( in fact a possible definition is

-.2

40
60
S =1000GeV 2

CONSERVATIVE

-.3
-.4
CARLITZ-KAUR

= u,d,...
(Mote the Q2 evolution of
D(x,Q2) and
AD(x,Q2) i s predicted in
QCD perturbation theory through the Altarelli-Parisi-Lipatov
evolution equations
.) "
These considerations do not simply carry over to transverse
spin asymmetries, which is an altogethe-r more complex issue. Part
of the reason is that for helicity dependent or unpolarized
processas the underlying parton process, effectively involves p&rtons
which are zero mass and on-mass s h e l l . The l a t t e r cannot transmit
transverse spin. Transverse spin asymmetries are thus due to offshell effects.
We w i l l return.to the l a t t e r l a t e r on in the t e x t .
' As an i l l u s t r a t i o n of the factorization in perturbative QCD
theorem and i t s application to helicity asymmetries we end t h i s
section with two examples of immediate 'experimental i n t e r e s t :
a)

Massive lepton pair production in PF atid PP collisions.

The basic nuhprocess-in the Drell-Yfin mechanism is qq
annihilation into a lepton pairjthrough an intermediate massive
photon,. Since the quarks have to annihilate in opposite helicity
s t a t e s , the basic asymmetry Acr/cf = a (qq •+ Jt+1") = - 1 , Hence if
we consider for simplicity Xp = 0, then as a function of x =(
the asymmetry in t-'P -+ £+£-' + X i s given by
n2
A

LL =

"

.w.

where a = h/9 u(x) + 1/9 d(x) (= valence quark distribution inside
the proton). This leads to the prediction in Fig.2.

Fig.2: Predictions of Drell-Yan mechanism
for asymmetry in .PP + u+u~ + X .

• i

dx [Au(x) -

Ad(x) + flu(x) - Ad(x)]

* 1.23*.

Here we refer to the u, d , . . . quark distribution in the proton..
notices that the predicted asymmetry is very large indeed.

'(5)
One

b) Lambda production at lar^e pT in PP collisions
This experiment offers the possibility of measuring both
reflected ( i . e . i n i t i a l - i n i t i a l ) and transmitted ( i . e . i n i t i a l - f i n a l )
spin asymmetries. The main point is that the A spin state can be
reconstructed from i t s decay distribution A + P ir~, i . e .

r(D) = r [ l + 0

P-nA]

where F =• A polarization and B is a parameter associated with the
decay amplitudes. Its value is of order unity, making a A polarization reconstruction fairly easy. For those who are not familiar
with a transmitted helicity asymmetry measurement, the basic formula
is given *by

.if

(? 4 ) A")
• ( f o r w a r d ir) - q(bacitward TT)
o{ f o r w a r d

. (6)

.0 + o ( b a c k w a r d n)

Iu Jiq.t.u)
otforwarii/ bacRvard n) roiVi'a to thi; l\ crosE-ncction for
a proton of fixed h e l i c i t y , reconstructed from A decays, with the
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pion moving forward/'backward in the A rest frame vith respect to
the A direction in the laboratory frame.
The asymmetries for this process are given by the formula-.

Transmitted

for Ihe reflected asymmetries

P&T^n

ii fd-oi
LL dT

AG(xJ AG

B

.ii

I

[parton
phase sp.

G(

>
1

G(

f^1
[dtj

j
2

J

-

D
S

•> A U 3 J

(7)

gK -* ss

Eg —V SE

for the transmitted asymmetry

V
A
IX

^9=90°

fe]

I parton
j.phase sp.

'Eg

The basic asymmetries are, respectively, a

= -1 and

• ss)

= [| (u £ + t 2 )/tu - | (t-u)/s]/[| (u 2 + t 2 )/tu + f (1 - tu/s £ ) + •__
which tends to +1 In both the forward and backward direction. In
writing [7)
and ^ (8) we have ignored the qq—vss background,
since this may contribute at small x,,, = 2pT/Vs" . We assume the /I
trigger clearly picks out the above mechanisms. However this could
be improved by selecting away side Jets with higher than normal
strange particle content. In order to make predictions we need
AG(x), which is not known. In fact we shall argue later that this
process might be a good way of measuring It.
However it is reasonable to suppose that the hard component of the gluon spectrum comes
from bremsstrahlung of colinear gluons off the valence quarks. If
we use the leading quark model of CarlitK and Kaur, then the helicity
of the proton is completely transmitted to the gluon as x — » 1 , i.e.
AG(x)/G(x) •*flu(x)/u(x)-• 1 as x -• 1. We call this model the LQGB
(leading-quark glucn bremsstrahlung) model. The leading order QCD
predictions are shown in Fig.3,
III. EFFECT OF HIGHER ORDER RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS 03 HELICITY

ASYMMETRIES

From studies of radiative corrections to Drell-Yan mechanism
and jet production cross-section in hadron collisions -^ it has
become clear that there are large order as(Q 2 ) corrections at currently obtainable momentum transfers. It has therefore become unimportant to reconsider the asymmetry predictions. This has recently
been carried through by Ratcliffe 13 i n the case of the Drell-Yan
mechanism and we summarize his finding here. One defines the parton
distributions to all orders in perturbation by their relations to the
o.;op iiiUJ.;L:;

Reflected
, Asym,

-.5

A ( x 3>

f u n c t i o n s , L. •_•.
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•MM,

r

Fig.3: Helicity asymmetries for PP •* AX at large p T using LQBM
model. We notice reflected asymmetry is proportional to AG(x)/G(x)
and shows no angular dependence in contrast to the transmitted case,
where the increase as 9 decreases reflects helicity conservation of
the fundamental interactions.

C-5
and

One therefore examines the first order radiative corrections to both
deep inelastic scattering and massive lepton pair production. After
factoring out the functions D f (x,Q2), one notices that there are
large order a g corrections to the Drell-Yan mechanism and these
corrections can be crudely taken into account by defining a K factor,
i.e. do/dQ = K (do/dQ ^ Q . where K is between 2 and 3 and
[do/dQ2)Li0
is the Drell-Yan mechanism with the above definition
of the parton densitites. However it is known that the large correlations leading to the factor of 2 come from ultra soft gluons,
which are likely to have little effect on the helicity dependence as
the analysis of Ratcliffe shows. To be more precise the K factor
for Ado/dG
is the same as for dcs/dQ2 ar.d consequently drops out
of the asymmetry formulae.
We refer for details to Ref.13 and the Physics Reports mentioned
in the introduction. It wculu be valuable Lo ury to prove Ihe
following conjecture.Kven though one has large order a<- corrections
to thp basic Born amplitudes of hard proceas.es, these cancel out in
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the calculations of the asymmetries, consequently the leading order
calculations for the latter are more reliable than the calculation
of the overall normalization.

IV.

HIGHER ORDER POWER MECHANISM

AHD SPIM ASYMMETRIES

In the Wilson operator product expansion,for example in the case of the
product of tvo currents in deep inelastic e-p scattering, the operators
are divided up- according to their dimension, since higher dimensions
cgrrrespoad to higher inverse powers of the momentum transfer variatle
Q in the asymptotic behaviour of the structure functions. Such power
corrections ejdst for any inclusive process at short distances and
following some- observations of Politaer I1*, there is hope that the
.
corresponding eross-seetions factoriae in some sense. New parton
densities;, like the diquark distribution enter into this factorization.Whether or not these play the same universal role as the single parton
densities remains to be seen. Different processes may probe the diquark structure differently, nevertheless, it is interesting to note
that, given a definite mechanism leading; to a higher power scaling
behaviour, then the corresponding helicity asymmetry can also be
estimated, furthermore, some studies 15 have shown that the latter
may be a valuable hall marK for the specific mechanism. Indeed this
is the basic point we try to make in this section.
Let us again consider the reaction PP •* AX and consider the A
being formed by a, gluon from one parton creating a. ss pair and
the strange quark picking up a diquark from the other proton to form
the
A state (Fig.lt).
The calculation of the
mechanism is too involved
to enter into here, and we
refer for details to Eef.15,
or the Physics Reports
mentioned in the introduction.
41diagraiTiG
We can swnmariae the results
obtained in the reference,
by saying that the initial
diquark-strange quark system
are prepared for the A
bound state (as described by
its asymptotic Bethe-Salpeter
wave function) by a gluon exchange process. This leads
to a form factor structure
Fig.!*: Higher power mechanism for
involving the A asymptotic
hyperon production in PP collisions.
wave function and a hard scattering subprocess g dq + A + s, where all
the particles are treated as elementary. One can write the full
amplitude for g dq •+ A s in the form

r

L'gdg

•+ As

gdg

- + F,

As

where

2

and

are hard scattering kernels like those described t>y Lepage and
oky in Ref.l6. The transmitted asymmetries given by the two
amplitudes are ±1. However, the form factor F-[_>>Fp, for much of the
kinematic region, so the overall asymmetry is negative.
If we assume the diquark system is spin zero, then there is no
reflected (i.e. initial-initial) asymmetry. Further,with some
further assumptions about generalized factorization in the way
suggested by Politaer in Ref.lU, the transmitted asymmetry is given
by the formula

(xo)

I" parton
G(x) D, (x ,x ) I |F
J-phase sp.
dq. 1 2
1
where the parton phase space is given by

f dx I

dx £ 8(l-x 1 -x 2 )

From Eq.(lO) one sees many of the uncertainties in normalization .
cancel out, so that One can make a fairly straightforward asymmetry
prediction. In Fig.5 we compare the asymmetry predicted by this
mechanism with the leading order prediction, which-is due to the
mechanism gg —^ss\ One notices that both mechanisms predict large
asymmetries, however with opposite sign and quite a diffferent shape.
One common feature however is the increase of the transmitted,
asymmetry as we go to the forward direction (i.e. smaller trigger
angles). This is simply a reflection of helicity conservation and
propagation in the underlying gluon bremsstrahlung and pair creation
mechanisms.
We also note that the reflected (initial-initial) asymmetry is
zero for this higher power mechanism, based on the assumption that
the diquark system, is predominantly spin zero.

(9)
T

gdg

As
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-4
Leading R. mechanism

.4

/0-3O

Is +.

.2

/

\

0=90

.1

Fig.6; Radiative corrections to the Born terms in deep inelastic
scattering:.

0

•correspondent persists in any gauge. In part ieul-aTj the graptis .£n : F'ig.6
generate a term ^ cu 1°B 4^/P i where 7 is the anomalous dimension
associated with the twist 2 operator above,, i . e .

-.2
>~ 4

mechanism
gluon diquark

-.6
-.8
-1.

Fig.5: Transmitted asymmetries for
(s = 1000 Gev2).

"AX at large

p

5—
du

where

z o(£)|bare
on

'

However with the transverse spin structure function in deep inelastic_scattering, which is associated with the twist 3 operator
0{3) = ty Y J Y i £ n ( a - D ) n i|), the correspondence appears to T)e lost in
tfie axial gau^tTT ±ndeed for the latter gauge, the Bloch-lfordsieck
cancellation which is essential for the understanding of the twist 2
case, is not evident for this operator. In order to try to see what
was going on and to see if spector interactions are the solution,
in what after all is an effect due to virtual quarks insiae a hadronic
bound state, Ratcliffe considered a model involving an elementary
proton-diquark coupling. On adding the set of diagrams in Fig.T

V. DIFFICULTIES IH UHDERSTAITDIUG TRAMSVERSE SPIN IN PERTUKBATIVE QCD
Transverse spin asymmetries appear to be difficult to interpret
in the parton model way, except perhaps for very massive quarks. For
zero mass quarks the naive parton model would predict zero for any
quantity involving quark carrying transverse spin. However, from the
analysis' of graphs or the Wilson OPE, one sees that even in a massless theory there can be transverse spin asymmetries due to off-shell
effects. Recently, Phil Eatcliffe from Trieste has "been examining
the question of factorization in the chiral limit (i.e. massless
quarks) and I briefly summarize his finding so far. (This item in
the talk is more orientated for theorists interested in perturbative
QCE .)
In the cuse of the leading scaling "behaviour in deep inelastic
scattering, which is associated with twist 2 operators of the form
2
o' ) = t(i Y (?'D) n + , where
D^ = 3 - g A , there" is .a one-toone o.orrcr^pondonce "between the OPE renormnlization group calculations
and the radiative corrections to the Born diagrams. Furthermore, this

Fig.7: Spectator interactions playing a role in transverse spin
asymmetries in chiral limit (i.e. zero quark mass limit).
he found that he could get the same result in all gauges. However
even in ,the Feynmau gauge these graphs generated a term Y S p e C ' <*s
log q^/u^ in addition to the terms generated by graphs or the type
in Fig.6. The conclusion is obvious, however I am still reluctant
to draw it, since the work is still in progress end there could be
cancellations. Nevertheless, it is clear from the study so far,
that l.ransverae spin is far more subtle th;m lu!lieity asymmetries
and it is not at all obvious that one has a factorization theorem.
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This should not deplete the experimental
fact I would like to end this discussion
by considering the remarkable results On
ations in PP—» Y + X at p.j now up to1*

interest in the subject. In
of transverse spin asymmetries
final state hyperon polarizGeV/c. ^

Single spin asymmetry in hyperproduetion at large p^
It appears even, for uripolarized protons, that hyperons produced at
transverse momentum between 1 and k GeV have a very large polarization
asymmetry with respect to the production plane. For A and H this
asymmetry reaches + 20% and in the case of £ it is negative with the
same magnitude. In the case of A
production this effect persists to
the highest transverse momentum measured IT, namely p T = k GeV/c.
There is at present no satisfactory theoretical explanation of this
effect (i.e. no one can perform a well defined computation to obtain
this asymmetry). Hovever, there are some interesting conjectures or
speculations involving the notions of colour flux strings i a , ThomasFermi precession •'•9 and even resonances 20, i n order to put the
matter in some kind of theoretical prospective, let us recall a
simple formula for calculating single spin asymmetries

Fig.8: Gedanken mechanism for
production transverse spin
asymmetry in A production

The black box in Fig.6 could involve a number of mechanisms.
a fev below:

We list

effect of quark mass

°m -

,(-)*

= 2

'YX

where (+) refers to the hyperon Y helieity. How it is very likely
if one dreams up a mechanism for producing A's, that the same mechanism
at high energies and large p^ will produce excited hyperon states
with the same cross-section. The latter hyperons will decay down
into A's. _ Hence the cross-section for indirect A production is
likely to be considerably larger than that for direct production.
Hence, if we write

TT-U ihterference
U)

Q

effect of chiral condensate

(h«,±)

- V ~» YX

Y*X

B

3

h*

where

B

'

dt;scri"bes decay process

+

3*(h*) —> B(h) + . . .
*h),2
effect of instanton gas or monopole antiraonopole vacuum state
of QCD

h
{Ah*}

'T>P -> Y*X

?Im'(B^

Hence this asymmetry can be generated by 'the production mechanism or
the decay mechanism. Concerning the latter one has in any case to
take inl.o a'-ocint 'ill the overlapping )'.* rcsamncPB, which decay
in the channel /HI . A rt'giLrds the production rriecl'.aniam, we need
a mcchani.j:n to flip helicity on a quark line. Com'.ider t.:11? ''ollowiiig
Ceiiun.rLCti inuijliarii^m for A production :;liown in Fig-fl1.

-N

The problem is that we do not yet know how to incorporate into a
well-defined computational schema any of these effects. It iculd
be therefore even more challenging if the initial state polarization asymmetry is measured, with a polarized and/or target. We
should in this way see if the tiff out. is associated with the basic
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interaction of the partons, rather than some subtle final state
interaction of decaying hyperons.
VI. HELICITY ASYMMETRIES OF SHORT DISTANCE AS A MEAHS OF RECOGNIZING
SUPEESYMMETRIC INTERACTIONS
'Recently there has been much interest in supersymmetry (SuSy)
grand unified theories (GUT's), since in the latter one can avoid the
gauge hierarchy problem 21, i n particular, If a supersymmetric version
of SU(5) is broken down to SU(3) c g , © U(l), then we will have as a
low energy theory supersymmetric QCD. In order for this to solve the
gauge hierarchy problem, supersymmetry must itself be broken at
relatively low masses. One can contemplate gluinos (the fermion EuSy
partner of the gluon) as low as 10 GeV, which puts the excitation of
this degree of freedom within the reach of present day accelerators.
An ideal experiment to see SuSy strong interactions is PP collisions
with polarized colliding beams. One studies the calorimeter triggered'
reaction

Jet triggers

pp—>s+s'+X

P"? — 4 jets + X

pp -+ y + X

at high energies and transverse momentum. These triggers provide a
valuable means of singling out interactions involving gluino production. This is illustrated in Fig.9(a).
Before turning to a particular experiment, let us briefly
describe supersymmetric QCD by looking at its Lagrangian

«-f F a

ordinary QCD
9

f F a F^
1
4

a
F

. Xb

~S.

r^9

g^

^9

N = 1 SuSy QCD

FW

y\>

H 5> 2 SuSy QCD
where DM = 6
3,, - g f
representation a of El!(3). a
table:

C

.> *X

A^ and all particles are in the adjoint
The spectrum is given in the following

gluinos

scalars

8*

0

0

B±

X*

0

gluons

(c)

gg

N =0
"

N =1

*
N >, 2

B
The basic amplitudes squared at the symetry point

t = u

are given

Fig.9: The fundamental hard processes in PP—» hadrons at large
trans-verse momentum ( \ and <
>
| refer t o , rcL;|jf:ctively; gluinos and SuSy
scalar pnrtnersi in extended • Sufy O.CD).
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]

" «•:% u m «- *"

••••»mamww*m*m

' * t f •*

gg * gg

'V'Mf^-^u^'

gg -

nave illustrated tile potential value of asymmetry measurements in
discovering the presence of new kinds of interactions.
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From this we iee th?.- the asymmetries are significantly different and
thus provide a valuable signal for supersymmetric interactions.
BoCore one etui extract the asymmetry at the basic glaon-gluon
interaction level one needs to calibrate the gluon beam, i.e. measure
AG(x)/G(x). This can be done by studying strange or charm production,
Fig.9(b) and/or prompt photon production, Fig.9(c). In the three
cases, r.i^ely, jets, strangeness or pt.oton production, the measured
asymmetries are given, respectively, "by
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Craigie

ERRATA
On page 7 the sentence immediately after Eq.(8) should read:
The basic asymmetries are, respectively, a = -1 and
if
°
2
2
2
a T T (gg—>ss) = (u^ - t )/(u + t ) which varies from +1
-1 as we go from the forward to the backward direction.

to

Figs.3 and 5 should be replaced by the following:

Transmitted

Leading Pf mechanism

-10
P. mechanism

gluon diquzrh

Fig.3:

Helicity asyisaetries for PP •+ AX

»odel Ve no ti=e reflected a O T t r y is p r o p o m o ^ t
So(3S(x)
.nd shows no angular dependence in contrast to the transmitted case

f i g . 5 : Transmitted asyiaiietrtes for "?p •* ~AX at large
(s = 1000 GeV2).

